Background: The increased concern for accountability and quality improvement is inducing universities throughout the world to evaluate and control performance. Hence, this study was conducted to assess basic science department of Sabzevar medical school to improve the quality of the department.

Methods: This study is a descriptive cross-sectional study. We asked faculty members, managers, internal evaluation committee members and medical students questions in different fields. Data was collected by researcher made questionnaires and analyzed by SPSS 15 using the absolute percentage of patients, the standard deviation, and the arithmetic average tests.

Results: The best quality was showed by 1 and the worst quality was showed by 5. The best quality was in mission and goals and the score was 1.31.

Conclusions: The results showed that the basic science department is favorable, but a strategic program is advised to improve the quality.
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INTRODUCTION

In conditions of science promotion in modern society, organizations will not be able to reach the world advances without the establishment of quality control in the scientific system. With regard to the important role of universities in society they are expected to play the lead role in development. For reaching this goal they should be able to control their functions. This could be done by internal and external evaluation and the first step is internal evaluation of departments (1).

Therefore, in the two recent decades most of higher education organizations have attempted to promote quality of education, research, and clinical services in universities. They have used internal evaluation for this purpose. Internal evaluation is a process of quality review undertaken within an institute for its own evaluation. The goal of internal evaluation is to bring about a rise in the quality of education by improving the quality of the management of educational institutes, provision of flexible feedback on academic performance, and the development of supporting legislation (2).

Organizations such as World Federation for Medical Education (WFME) has suggested basic standards of medical education for quality control. USA was a pioneer in internal evaluation and then most of European countries began to do internal evaluation in the middle of 1980s. In Asia internal and external evaluation began in the last decade. In Iran the first attempt was made in 1996 (3).

The evaluation of education systems of the departments affects the quality of education at the university (4). Therefore the basic science department of Sabzevar medical school has done internal evaluation as a first step to improve quality of education in medical school. As far as basic medical education standards have been sent to all universities by General Medical Council, this internal evaluation was done based on these standards. The results of internal evaluation can be a comparative suitable model for departments in other universities to identify opportunities and threats. Hence this study was performed in Sabzevar Medical School to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the department.

METHODS

This study is a cross-sectional study. Study participants were faculty of basic sciences department, department officials, members of the internal evaluation committee, and medical students. The data gathering tool was a researcher-made questionnaire. Study design was according to twelve-step of internal evaluation (5) as follows:

Step 1: familiarizing faculties with the internal evaluation process
Step 2: forming internal assessment committee and explaining the process to members of committee
Step 3: Getting the basic standards of medical education
Step 4: Determining the evaluation scope and criteria
Step 5: Defining and developing appropriate indicators and questions to assess criteria
Step 6: Identifying the data required for the analysis of each of the factors
Step 7: Selecting and editing tools for data collection
Step 8: Data gathering
Step 9: Data Analysis

Step 10: Preliminary report
Step 11: Preparing preliminary report distributed to discuss how to improve the quality of department
Step 12: Preparing the final report of the development of group quality for external evaluation

Basic standards of medical education has been given to medical schools by the General Medical Council in seven fields as follow: Field 1: Mission and objectives, field 2: General physician medical curriculum, field 3: Faculty, field 4: Educational and research resources, field 5: Management and administrative, field 6: Students, field 7: Evaluation

Each of these fields was considered as an evaluation scope. In each scope we defined criteria and each criterion consisted of different indicators, then we made different questions for the assessment of each indicator, according to the level of the university. For each indicator and related questions we defined five choice answers as completely favorable, favorable, fairly favorable, unfavorable and completely unfavorable. Then we determined who should answer each question. In all fields answers were designed according to the 5-choice Likert model, except in the field of educational and research resources and management which checklist was used. The questionnaire was devised to ensure content validity. For this purpose, the questionnaire was designed in internal evaluation committee and experts of the General Medical Council were asked to amend the questionnaire. After the approval of General Medical Council, the questionnaire was revised again in the Committee. Its reliability was estimated by Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. To determine the sample size, sampling census was conducted due to the number of samples (maximum 25 people) according to sample size tables. After distributing the questionnaires and gathering information, all data was analyzed using SPSS software version 15 using the absolute percentage of patients, the standard deviation, and the arithmetic average tests.

RESULTS

Maximum favorability was shown as 1 and minimum was shown as 5. In scope 1 (mission and goals) the mean score was 1.31. 80% of the mission and goals answers were completely favorable. And 20% of the mission and goals answers were favorable.

In field 2 (curriculum) the average score was 2.80. Response to 10.34% of the questions was option 1 (completely favorable). Response to 10.34% of questions was option 2 (favorable). In 34.48 % of responses, option 3 (fairly favorable) was chosen. Response to 27.60% of questions of general medicine curriculum was option 4 (UN favorable). Response to 13.79% of questions of general medicine curriculum was option 5 (completely unfavorable).

In field 3 (faculty), faculty mean score was 2.3. Response to 22.22% of questions was option 3 (fairly favorable). Response to 22.22% of faculty questions was option 4 (UN favorable). Response to 44.44% of questions was option 1 (completely favorable).

In field 4 (Educational and Research Resources) 24.55% of questions were un favorable (no) and response to 79.54% was yes (favorable).

In field 5 (management and administrative) response to 58.82% of questions was Yes (favorable) and response to...
41.18% was No (UN favorable). In field 6 (Students) the average score was 2.25. Response to 38.46% of questions was option 1 (completely favorable). Response to 15.38% of questions was option 2 (favorable). Response to 23.07% of questions was Option 3 (fairly favorable). Answer to 7.69% of questions was option 4 (UN favorable). Answer to 7.69% of questions was option 5 (completely UN favorable).

In field 7 (evaluation) the mean score was 1.94. Response to 55.55% of questions was option 1 (completely favorable). Response to 11/11% was option 2 (favorable). Response to 22/22% was option 3 (fairly favorable). Response to 11/11% of questions was option 4 (UN favorable).

Figures 1 to 3 show the mean score for each field.

**DISCUSSION**

The results show that the quality of basic science department is favorable in most fields. But also in some, fairly favorable or un favorable were reported, which will be discussed. This study is one of a few internal evaluations in medical schools in Iran which results have been published, while the results could be used for comparison in other medical schools.

Results show that the best score was in the field of mission and objectives and was favorable, the officials have been preparing Mission and objectives of school according to the approved plans, and the regulations of medical education with cooperation of stakeholders and experts. As Mission and goals of institutes should be reviewed once during each program according to basic standards of medical education, the review of mission recommended maintaining this good status.

The worst score was in curriculum field. The reason was the establishment of the school during recent months of evaluation and the school had not had enough time for curriculum development. As curriculum development is one of pillars of a school, establishment of Curriculum Committee is recommended.

Staff field was in a relatively good condition. Certainly, creating facilities for faculty recruitment and planning for faculty development, as well as the formulation and implementation of their tasks, can promote this field which needs special attention of people in charge.

Revising check lists to assess the facilities in recent studies (2), we used yes or no answers for this field. Results showed that approximately, 80% of facilities needed, existed in the school. But to implement the optimal training, all the equipments needed, should be provided for students and faculty members. In addition, proper planning is needed for their fund.
In management and administrative field, checklist was used, too. Results show that the situation is worse than others due to the lack of independent funding for medical education and also lack of different departments in the school, which requires further attention.

In student field the condition is good. But for improving the quality, the students’ comments are needed, because the lack of students’ ideas in planning has reduced score in this field.

In the evaluation field, good score was achieved in internal evaluation, but in student evaluation and teacher assessment the score was not as good as internal evaluation and establishment of evaluation committee advised. As far as some internal evaluations are based on the institute goals instead of basic standards, they are not completely comparable with our results and we can compare them to some extent. For example in internal evaluation of microbiology and immunology department of Semnan university, completely favorable has been reported (6). In internal evaluation of medical informatics department of Jahrom university, mission and goal field was favorable, student field was unfavorable and others were partially favorable (7). In internal evaluation of pediatric department of Jahrom university, management and administrative and Educational and Research Resources fields were partially favorable, and educational goals were favorable (8). In internal evaluation of Vaseie hospital of Sabzevar, based on ranking indicators of educational development Centre, the result was favorable (9). In internal evaluation of pharmacy school of Isfahan, in 2009, the scores were favorable in all seven fields (10). In internal evaluation of basic science of Gonabad medical school, in 2010, except in theses and conferences which was unfavorable, all other six fields were favorable (11), which is similar to our result. In internal evaluation of Nursing and Midwifery School of Amol, in 2010, the school was totally in rather favorable condition (12). This study had some limitations: although the value of each indicator is different from this design they had all one score. We recommend future studies care about the value of each indicator. In addition, because each department makes its own indicators and questions, a bias may occur and results may be reported better than reality. The internal evaluation shall be considered confidential, but since the publication of these results can be useful for many departments of other universities, as could be compared with their condition, a formal consent was obtained from the head of the department.

In conclusion, the internal evaluation of basic science department of Sabzevar medical school showed the department was favorable, but strategic program is advised to improve quality.
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